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The mission taken

Introduction
The mission taken

I

want to make a difference. Since I was a little girl, all I wanted was
to have an impact on the world. I now know I wasn’t alone in this
burning desire. But, it wasn’t until I stopped focusing on what I wanted
that I understood the kind of contribution I could make.
On January 20, 2007, 18 Canadian women, and a couple of young
adults, arrived in Kenya. A friend, Ruth Douglas, gathered a group
of leaders and entrepreneurs to embark on an adventure. Ruth’s
sister, Lois Shaw, a missionary and marketer for Africa International
University (AIU), had designed our experience after living in Kenya
herself for 25 years. Our draw to embark on this customized crusade
was a little adventure and to connect with the local Kenyan women and
children. We wanted to learn about the culture, provide helping hands,
and share insights.
On our first day in Kenya, we attended a welcome ceremony with
our host, Lois Shaw, the late Dr. Douglas Carew, the Chairman of AIU,
along with a dozen wives of Ph.D. students. We all gathered in the
chapel.
The wives were in heels, traditional dress, not a hair out of place.
We were in our relaxed Western clothing looking like we’d just spent a
month on safari.
They hugged us. We shook their hands. They sang. We listened.
They danced. We watched. It wasn’t until they grabbed our hands to
participate in a traditional dance that the celebration began. This day
was the first of many days I would follow the lead of African women.
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During Dr. Carew’s welcome remarks, he shared what he believed
to be the most significant issue in Africa.
The biggest problem in Africa today is not AIDS, poverty, disease,
education, or urbanization; the biggest problem is leadership. When moral
leaders with integrity and justice arise, then Africa’s problems will be
solved.

A message like this can force us to pause and reflect on which
direction we will take. Dr. Carew’s welcoming words propelled me
down a new path. At the time, I did not know how far I would travel or
how profound the journey would be.
Within a month after receiving this reflective message, I was training
a professor, Ph.D. students, and ambitious women on how to fundraise
and communicate as leaders. A few months later, I founded the Ignite
Excellence Foundation Fund (renamed in 2016 to YouMeWe Foundation
Fund) to raise funds to provide university scholarships for prospective
women leaders in Africa. The goal of the investment was to establish
more leaders with integrity while addressing injustices suffered by
women and children. Higher education would build a bridge to more
healthy families and more productive communities.
At the time of writing this book, we have provided university
scholarships to 27 women in Kenya, the Democratic Republic of the
Congo, and South Africa, making a small stride to crossing a vast
chasm to establish more women leaders.
After a couple of trips to Kenya, I returned to my influential
communication leadership and sales training organization, Ignite
Excellence Inc., back in Toronto. I couldn’t kick a nagging feeling. By
offering free courses at AIU, was I taking a Kenyan’s job? Was there
an expert in influential communications that could have been paid to
provide training services? If I return, what mission would have the
desired impact?
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A COUPLE OF YEARS later, I became unsettled. Leading a team of
consultants and training corporations whose primary focus was to
win business and optimize profits was not filling my soul. I longed
to immerse myself into an experience that was more fulfilling than
seeking the almighty dollar and more significant than my professional
achievements.
On March 17, a day after my 42nd birthday, I was experiencing
midlife madness. As I sat on my couch looking around, all I could see
was stuff — you know, the things you put on your checklist as signs
of success. For me that stuff included a convertible, a two-story loft,
paintings, a rooftop hot tub with a view of the city and the water, …
(blah, blah, blah).
Throughout my appraisal of my material accomplishments,
questions were blaring in my head: “What contribution am I making?
What impact am I creating?” I started to cry. Mike, my dear husband,
entered the room. He tried to comfort me. I bet he was trying to figure
out what he hadn’t done for my birthday.
Through the tears, I asked: “Honey, is this it?”
“Is what it?”
“Is this all the impact we will ever make?”
“What do you propose?”
I anxiously rambled, “I feel it’s time to do something more meaningful.
Let’s take one or two years and go back to Africa. We could create a
platform for African women with integrity where they could share
their insight to help educate future African women leaders.
“What do you think?”
Mike hesitated, and then smiled.
“You know, you will have to take the lead, but I will follow.”
It took time for us to get organized. My husband left his leadership
position in sports facility management, and I reorganized my training
team. Then we sold almost everything.
iii
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In March 2011, we embarked on a new mission: to celebrate, cultivate,
and inspire future women leaders in developing countries.
This self-funded adventure took us through 14 African countries.
We interviewed 70 pioneering women, representing 17 countries. The
goal: to build a bridge between young African women seeking to learn,
lead, and succeed in life, business, and community, and to provide
easy access to accomplished African women’s inspiration and wisdom.
WisdomExchangeTv.com is a free website which houses interviews
with pioneering African women leaders, was constructed to cross the
chasm.
AFTER EACH INTERVIEW I was awed and inspired. Each of these
pioneers demonstrated perseverance, tenacity, belief, and unwavering
dedication to uplift the lives of others through their contributions to
their community, country, and continent. Most came from humble
beginnings, and yet they had an impressive ability to address human
rights violations or create sustainable opportunities for fellow citizens,
all while creating a positive ripple effect. Their aspirations took courage,
character, and a choice to serve society. It seemed they all embodied
the Mahatma Gandhi creed: Be the change you wish to see in the world.
Humbled by the social, economic, and environmental impact of all
these leaders, I questioned what had taken me so long to contribute
actively to society. All I came up with is that in the West, it’s often later
in life that we talk about leaving a legacy. African women live their
legacy; it is how they live their life. They are on the verge of transforming
African societies. Each day they make their contribution count.
Here, we tend to think we need to save Africans. We need to teach
them. As we embark on this journey, let’s be open to learn from the
wisdom of African women pioneers who are conscious-contributors.
Let them be our teachers. See how they have contributed to uplifting
society in the African context. We can learn how to participate or
consciously lead in a worthy cause, not-for-profit or social enterprise
at home or abroad.
iv
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BEFORE YOUMEWE BECAME OUR ethos, it was a website where
Mike and I sporadically shared the experiences of our 20-month journey
through Africa. With each interaction, our perspective and beliefs
were transformed. Our focus on me evolved. You and we captured
our curiosity and took us on a unique adventure, which developed
the evolved intention of YouMeWe, from a journal of our journey to a
social enterprise and movement.
As a social enterprise, YouMeWe’s mandate is to ignite sustainable
conscious-contributions™ through what we believe is a receptive entry
point to transform society — feminine energy. We aspire to mobilize
feminine energy, often found in women-led organizations. Speaking
engagements, events, training programs, blogs and vlogs, moderating,
facilitating, and curating the best social business practices brought
to the YouMeWe community: Women leaders driving social impact.
YouMeWe will enhance how we consciously contribute consistently
and sustainably.
Through the YouMeWe Movement, we hope to inspire citizens to
shift their focus from me to we and to understand the importance of you
in achieving that goal. Consider not only the helper’s high that satisfies
our ego, but also the impact of our generosity. Let us not only concern
ourselves with what directly impacts us, but take responsibility for our
global community; rely not on what others should do, but what we
can do; move away from communicating problems, and move toward
sharing solutions; stop amplifying what is wrong with the world, and
start celebrating what is right.
The mission of YouMeWe Social Impact Group is to raise
consciousness and inspire individuals and organizations to lead or
participate in contributions that positively impact their community or
beyond. This aspiration will promote more conscious, caring, kinder,
and inclusive humanity while making our communities flourish — in
effect, making your contribution count for you, me, and we.
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Context to optimize your reading experience
The YouMeWe ethos is the foundation of the book and divides it
naturally into three parts.

Part 1: you — make your contribution count — consciously
You refers to understanding the needs of the individual or group
you would like to contribute to while being conscious of the more
significant implications of fulfilling that group’s needs.

Part 2: me — make your contribution count — maximize your
meaning
Me refers to the self being a global citizen. We all have a responsibility
to contribute to uplift the life of another. We will maximize our meaning
when we channel our unique gifts, life purpose, mission, and personal
values in the service of others.

Part 3: we — make your contribution count — sustainably
We is the reality that momentum is not achieved alone. To consistently
contribute to an initiative, we need to collaborate with value-aligned
people and organizations. We must employ sustainable solutions along
with mission and conscious leadership techniques. By harnessing
our feminine energy, we will generate a positive ripple effect of our
consistent conscious-contributions™.
Throughout this book are stories, examples, considerations, tools,
and reflective questions to inspire you to consciously contribute to fill
a gap in society, be it social, economic, or environmental; be it in your
company, community, country, or beyond.
As a volunteer, philanthropist, small-business owner, entrepreneur,
or leader of a not-for-profit or profitable business, you will gain insight
and strategies on how to live your most meaningful life and how to
lead others to live theirs.
Travel this reading journey with your book club, social club, a group
of colleagues, or friends. The questions at the end of each chapter will
vi
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spark conversation and connect you at a deeper level: the best part,
the opportunity to collaborate on a meaningful project or cause. While
reading, consider how to make your contribution count collectively by
forming a Conscious-Contribution Circle™.
Visit the YouMeWe.ca book community to accesses
Conscious-Contribution Circle™ ideas. Share your initiatives at
https://youmewe.ca/your-contribution-counts/, and we will celebrate
your contribution by investing in a woman’s education or business,
helping her move from poverty to prosperity.
MANY OF THE STORIES throughout this book are in the African
context; however, they address several of the world’s shared challenges.
Some pioneers transformed policy to advocate for equal rights of
women. Others have a voice in the political future of their countries
and continent. Several pioneers escalated issues that affect women’s
health and well-being. Many pioneered social enterprises that lifted
thousands of women and their families out of poverty. Courageously,
others merged commerce and collaboration to create productivity and
peace. All gave hope to those who had little.
Since our interviews, some African pioneers have moved on to new
organizations, countries, or careers. When I reference a pioneering
woman, it will be in the context of what position she held, where she
was living, and the mindset she had when interviewed. Although their
situations may have changed, their insights remain very relevant today.
We all need to be more aware of who, how, and when to contribute. By
sharing pioneering African women’s wisdom, you will have a glimpse
into their culture, their courage, and their conscious-contributions
while provoking contribution ideas in yourself.
Many of the interviewees mention cultural and national
circumstances; such references are from their perspectives, and others
are from my own observation and research.
The guidance shared is based on my 20 years of entrepreneurial and
leadership experience, years in training and development, the extensive
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insights from the interviews coupled with research on the evolution
of contributing, volunteering, conscious businesses, leadership, and
collaboration. The strategies are presented to help equip you with how
to make your contributions count while creating a sustainable initiative
wherever you are on the journey of living your most meaningful life.
In immersing myself in this mission, I have read, listened, observed,
and researched. Sometimes it is difficult to know where someone else’s
ideas end and mine begin. To the best of my ability, I have credited the
source that inspired an idea.
Throughout the book, I will share experiences of Mike’s and my
journey. The stories are from my perspective, and when others were
present, they may have a different view of how events unfolded. The
intention is to represent the situation to the best of my recollection.
At the end of the book, you will find a link to each of the interviews
on WisdomExchangeTv.com. Hear about interviewees’ journeys
in their words. You can gain further insight into what makes these
women unique and inspiring while learning from their words of wisdom.
In the glossary, you will find the terms I use throughout the book. If
you are newer to the world of causes, volunteerism, not-for-profits
(being defined as incorporating NGOs, non-profits, charities, and
foundations), social enterprises, or conscious social impact, we can stay
together on this journey.
There are additional resources to assist you in making your
contribution count. You can find them at YouMeWe.ca in the Book
Community. With the purchase of this book you have free access. Your
access community code is: [code will appear here].
WISDOMEXCHANGETV.COM HAS EVOLVED TO include
international interviews with conscious-contributors who have a
social impact on our communities and beyond. Subscribe to stay
abreast of who is transforming our world, many of whom are small
business owners. Learn how they are moving the social, economic,
and environmental agendas forward to address the United Nations
viii
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Sustainable Development Goals. Conscious-contributors will guide
you to optimize your impact.
Lastly, the book is targeted to and written about women but can be
relevant to anyone. I refer to feminine energy often because I believe we
all have feminine energy. I believe it is the power we need to access if we
are to experience a profound social or environmental transformation.
If you are looking to maximize your meaning or seeking how your
organization can have a social impact sustainably, grab your backpack
and join Mike and me on this adventure, on what I hope will be a
compass to your mission taken.

ix

Part 1: you —
make your contribution
count — consciously
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Chapter 1
Make your contribution
conscious
Words of Wisdom
Don’t start things for your own fulfillment. Start them
to make a difference to uplift the life of someone else.
Katherine Ichoya, executive director of FEMCOM,
Malawi, Kenya
Pioneer: co-creator of COMESA gender policy

A

fter experiencing a sense of euphoria with a family of gorillas in
the Virunga Mountains, Mike and I were quickly confronted with
the reality of being in a rural community in Rwanda.
At the base of the mountain, a young boy greeted us with his
drawing of a mama gorilla with a baby on its back. He proceeded to
try and sell his one-of-a-kind creation, and we followed our Rwandan
guide to his vehicle.
The boy was persistent and ran barefoot alongside our car, while
navigating potholes, for what felt like two kilometers. He was waving
his drawing in the window.
“Mama, Mama, please, I’m hungry.”
His eyes were pleading…my heart was breaking.
I hesitated. Over my three extended trips to several African countries, I
had learned and experienced a bit about where and when to give.
However, when the pleading eyes of a hungry child are looking into
yours, all sense of the rational escapes. You want to help. You want to
2
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save this one child. You convince yourself that the little money you give
will somehow make a difference in his life. With love and compassion,
you ignore your brain and follow your heart.
I turned to my husband.
“He is entrepreneurial; I like that … He is persistent, a good characteristic
in a young boy. … It is one-of-a-kind.”
My husband listened. So did our guide.
In the rearview mirror, I could see the guide’s eyes. I felt I had been
caught and was about to be chastised for succumbing to my emotions
once again.
“Mama, if you are thinking of buying that drawing, please don’t.”
“Okay, I won’t, but please tell me why.”
“If you buy that drawing, the young boy will be here tomorrow, the
next day, and the next. Every day he is here is a day he is out of school.
Every day he is out of school is a day he limits his opportunities for his
future and our community’s.”
His words reminded me that my desire to give had implications far
beyond my emotions and this young boy’s wishes. My reflex to give
needed to evolve.
When contributing, are you giving a hand out, or hand up?
Are you creating dependency or opportunity?

When giving, are you helping or hurting?
When embarking on our backpacking journey through Africa,
our primary mandate was to interview women pioneers for
WisdomExchangeTv.com, with the goal of having African women
educate and inspire future African women leaders. With every
interaction, Mike and I got further glimpses into the culture,
circumstances, and social impact of activists, educators, politicians, or
social entrepreneurs. We heard perspectives in every conversation that
3
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exposed a similar mandate — to amplify women’s voices, optimize
health, alter biased practices.
The women’s graciousness was an ongoing gift. The most valued
and unexpected reward we received was the understanding that
women don’t leave a legacy, but live it. The second most enlightening
gift came from a culmination of interview insights and the experience
traveling from one African country to another: Giving can hurt and not
help.
The interview that most convinced me of the harm giving can cause
was with Yetnebersh Nigussie, co-founder of the Ethiopian Centre
for Disability and Development. Yetnebersh is a young woman who
helped change the perception of disability in Ethiopia. Two of her many
accomplishments were the inclusion of people with disabilities into the
job market, and founding Yetnebersh Modern Academy, a primary
school that educated students — able bodies and disabled — together.
Yetnebersh is a formidable person. It wasn’t her beauty, her sparkly
jewelry, her poise, or her ability to succinctly communicate the heart
of an issue that struck me most. It was her perspective about giving
that caused deep reflection. Blind since age five, she sees unsolicited
giving to be laced with assumptions. She describes receiving charity as
“based on the goodwill of the giver. The receiver has no say. There is an
issue of pride and sustainability.” Yetnebersh is an advocate for giving
opportunities and recognizes that everyone has value to contribute,
regardless of their ability.
Assumptions have plagued many givers’ decisions. Media, inflamed
stories, a celebrity’s cause, and social media have shaped our views.
But, once you live in the land of perceived receivers, you start to reflect
on the motivations and the impact of the giver.
ONE DAY WE WERE walking along a pothole-ridden sidewalk in
Kampala, Uganda when we came upon a young man wearing a Toronto
area hockey jersey. This was a neat connection with back home, as Mike
managed various recreational hockey facilities in Toronto. But there we
4
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were, in 31-degree Celsius weather, meeting a young man wearing a
hockey jersey. This was the closest Mike had been to his passion for
hockey in over a year. It was serendipitous that he met this young man
on his birthday. The two had a brief conversation, followed by a photo,
never to see each other again.
Where had this hockey jersey come from?
This shirt was probably a sacrifice made during spring-cleaning.
Perhaps a wife’s attempt to pare down the clothes worn by her husband
that were too small, too embarrassing, or just didn’t bring out the color
of his eyes. To the donation bin it went, in the hope that someone far
away would benefit. Now it would be someone else’s problem, and a
problem it does contribute to indeed.
Once that shirt gets tossed in a donation bin, the container is
transported to a warehouse, shipped to Uganda, where someone buys
a bale of clothes and then sells a pile to a street merchant who, in turn,
sells the shirt for a couple shillings to a mother buying clothes for her
son. Presto, the jersey is on a teenage boy in Uganda.
The motivation for this generosity could have been to give affordable
clothing to someone in need, or perhaps to save the garment from a
landfill. Donating is likely done with the best intentions; however, it
doesn’t mean that intent is realized.
Exporting our unwanted clothing has had a negative impact on
the clothing manufacturing industry in Africa. Some of the women
we interviewed suggested it has paralyzed it. African manufactures
cannot compete with the low cost of used clothes from developed
nations. Westerners don’t mean to put people out of work, yet we do.
This is one of many examples of Western giving that is wreaking havoc
in an industry for a developing nation.
Our clothing donations, however, have created another industry.
Unfortunately, it is not in manufacturing, where the export potential
and acquisition of foreign currency is highest. Instead, it created
clothing distributors and independent clothing retailers who rely on
imports and the goodwill of the giver.
5
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Reusing, recycling, and repurposing clothing is increasing in
popularity. In the West, second-hand clothing stores are capitalizing
on this evolution of society’s consciousness. However, don’t be fooled.
Several charities that encourage you to donate clothes, or thrift shops
that can’t sell your second-hand items, sell some of the garments
to developing countries to help fund their charitable or business
endeavors.
Westerners’ good nature often comes at a price. Our tendency
to respond to a need, often under the banner of giving, has a shortterm reward but can be riddled with obstacles to achieving long-term
sustainability. The Zambian born author Dambisa Moyo, in the book
Dead Aid, calls this the micro-macro paradox.
Aid effectiveness should be measured against its contribution to long-term
sustainable growth, and whether it moves the greatest number of people
out of poverty in a sustainable way. When seen through this lens, aid is
found to be wanting.

Assessing whether an initiative is helping or hurting is complex. My
intention is not to discourage contributions, but rather to curb the giving
reflex, while at the same time promoting a thorough consideration
before people and countries attempt to be the white knight in hopes of
saving the day.
We interviewed Tereza Mbire, a serial entrepreneur, founder of
Uganda Entrepreneurs Women Association Limited, a founding
member of Uganda Women Finance Trust and advisor to President
Yoweri Museveni. Tereza graciously invited us to have lunch with
her and her son at one of the top hotels in Uganda, an experience
we couldn’t often afford on our affectionately named Mission Africa
budget.
Tereza’s son, a farmer, shared that local producers are challenged
to make adequate margins on their food; many fellow farmers felt that
Western food aid was the cause. With food available at low-cost or free,
sustaining their farms was almost impossible. “Why would locals pay
for what they could receive free?”
6
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How could aid, something intended to lift people out of poverty, in
fact, cause it? Dead Aid explains that aid does have a place, but knowing
that place is paramount. Aid should be given to fix something broken,
not to build something that never existed — such as attempting to build
an economy in an undeveloped country.
The Western world often operates under the notion that we know
what others want. In regard to fundamental human rights, we can be
reasonably sure that everyone wants food, clean water, safety, and
shelter — long-term. How they receive it and in what variety are
considerations of sustainability.
There has been progress in understanding various cultures’ and
countries’ needs in recent history, and developed countries are
beginning to realize some of the errors in providing aid. In 2005 at the
Food Aid Conference in Kansas City, there was a decision to push aid
in a new direction. Instead of Western producers sending food to the
African market, they would use aid money to buy from local African
farmers and then distribute to citizens in need.
Despite increasing awareness of how to help and not hurt, there are
still many opportunities to be more proactive by collaborating with
people and organizations to fill social, economic, and environmental
gaps. Citizens don’t need to depend on how large organizations conduct
business locally or internationally, nor rely on government decisions
on how they distribute aid. The power is in our hands. Every time we
travel, help a local charity, make a purchase, assess how our businesses
can contribute to the community, how we select our suppliers, we have
the opportunity to make informed decisions on how to uplift the lives
of others.
It is from this context, the power of one, as a leader, an entrepreneur,
a change-maker, that you can consider individually and collaboratively
how to impact the lives of others while you consciously contribute to
create opportunity, not dependency. From here, you will perpetuate a
positive ripple effect — your micro-movements matter.
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Perpetuating mediocrity can create dependency
Since 2007, Mike and I have traveled extensively through 15 African
countries. Our 20-month adventure in 2011 and 2012 through the SubSaharan region included 610 days of travel through 14 countries, 33
border crossings, 27 flights, and 74,000 kilometers over land, hiking,
kayaking and driving.
Traveling over land afforded a unique experience. As we drove
through small town after small town, we saw the similarities between
the locals’ lives whether we were as far north as Axum, Ethiopia or
as far south as the southern tip of South Africa, Cape Agulhas. Most
buildings were one-story, situated close to the road. A massive telecom
sign on a store offered SIM cards for sale, a building supporting the
Coca-Cola logo, a small market, a group of men chatting under a tree,
and a group of women selling fruit, vegetables or handcrafts.
While crossing the Tanzanian border on a group overland trip to
Kenya, a Maasai elder approached me to sell a bracelet. Not liking the
design, nor wanting to carry more stuff, I politely declined.
She persisted.
Eventually, she grabbed my arm and forced the bracelet onto my wrist.
“It is a gift.” A gift I did not want.
She would not take the bracelet back … an expectation of a further
purchase was imminent. To remove my obligation, I immediately
regifted the memento to a traveling companion who had not had the
opportunity to buy from the Maasai. For her, the gift was obligationfree.
As we started to drive away, the Maasai elder ran after the overland
truck, insisting that I had taken her bracelet. I communicated to the
driver that she said it was a gift, and he relayed the message. She said
in Swahili, “But it was on the condition that she was going to buy other
bracelets from me.”
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The driver translated for me, and I replied, “I clearly said I didn’t want
the gift, and that I didn’t want to buy any bracelets, but she forced it on
me. I said thank you.”
My translator smiled and told the woman, “You shouldn’t force people
to take something they don’t want,” and with that, we departed.
If I had accepted the gift and participated in the law of reciprocity
by buying some of the elder’s merchandise, the message I would
have been sending is, “Your forceful sales techniques worked. If you
continue to harass tourists, you will make more money,” a message
that would have done more harm than good. If people keep buying
what they don’t want out of force, pity, or guilt, we are perpetuating
the use of those tactics. With these tarnished experiences, buyers seek a
formal marketplace in hopes of less manipulation.
AT THIS POINT IN our journey, Mike and I thought we had learned
enough to know when we were helping or hurting. We agreed to the best
of our knowledge and ability, we would not support manipulation, we
would not purchase mediocrity, we would not perpetuate dependency,
and we would not finance corrupt activities.

Support established social initiatives
Traveling in a country at length exposes one to the underbelly of the
society. While observing the negative ramification of local systems, a
bleeding-heart tourist can take it upon herself to rectify the situation.
With little knowledge, cultural awareness, or local support, a tourist puts
on their cape to save the day. Although admirable to want to fill a social
gap, leading the charge may not be the best alternative to garner the
desired transformation. Many NGOs (non-government organizations),
are started by crusaders. Armed with limited knowledge, and a whole
lot of emotional zeal, a caring tourist attempts to change a circumstance.
Participating or leading a cause is to be admired; however, if the
motivation is to create a sustainable impact, and not just to have your
name on a charity, consider joining forces with an already established
9
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NGO that has gained traction. An NGO is any non-profit, voluntary
citizens’ group organized on a local, national, or international level.
It is task-oriented and driven by people with a common social or
environmental interest. NGOs perform a variety of service and
humanitarian functions, bringing citizen concerns to governments,
advocating and monitoring policies and encouraging political
participation through delivery of information. NGOs are not limited
by short-term financial objectives, and therefore tend to engage in longterm pursuits.
According to The Global Journal, a platform to discuss global
governance issues, which ranks the top 100 NGOs, there are an
estimated 10 million such organizations worldwide. In South Africa
alone, there are 136,453 registered NGOs, and on average, 68 new ones
are registered every day. The number does not include those that serve
Africans located in other parts of the world. To assess the generosity of
Canadians, according to Statistics Canada a total of CA$10.6 billion is
donated each year, an average of CA$446 per Canadian.
Westerners’ giving and compassion are not enough. Starting another
charity can saturate the market with more messages, splitting funding
and minimizing impact. To understand all the consequences affiliated
with the core issue that tugs at our emotional heartstrings, we must
do our due diligence to assess the best approach to having a positive
impact or risk making missteps that may cause disruption en route to
that discovery.
Setting up an NGO without local strategic partnerships will limit
understanding of all the facets of a particular issue. It is complicated to
implement a solution that is to be adopted by the intended recipients
and sustained over time. Your best course to contribute and make
it conscious is to collaborate with a local organization that has an
understanding of the culture and can utilize an outsider’s expertise,
finances, or contacts to expand their impact. As a bonus, it will increase
local engagement and employment.
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Appeal to cultural nuances to maximize social impact
A Canadian friend who lived in Kenya provided a young woman
with a microloan to start a hair salon. It included a five by five-foot
area, built with wood, one seat for her customer, a mirror, and hair
styling tools. During the year, the new entrepreneur missed many of
her loan repayments and would ask again, again, and again, for more
investment. The loaner obliged, again, again, and again, as she wanted
this woman to move out of poverty.
I introduced my friend to Katherine Ichoya, executive director at
FEMCOM, Federation of National Associations of Women in Business
in Eastern and Southern Africa, to provide prospective on microloans.
Katherine was part of a group of women, along with the National
Bank, who assisted Maasai women to sell their beads to tourists,
export products, and gain access to loans. The collaboration became
the foundation for the Maasai markets that exist all over Kenya today.
As Kenya is a patriarchal society, women often don’t have access to
collateral, so they need alternative resources to receive seed funding
for a business venture. Lending groups, and now more licensed banks,
rely on social collateral to secure debts. Social collateral is a form of
insurance, in which people are encouraged to create groups to start
businesses where each person is responsible to the other members.
The groups collectively save the security of the loan, which is only 10
percent of the overall credit. A group member can start their business
with as little as US$200. If someone in the group can’t afford to pay, the
group will assist. As an individual’s business grows, she may require
more of a loan to expand. The group members share financial risk, but
also provide business advice to each other.
A social collateral approach to lending won’t work everywhere, or
with everyone. In the rural communities in Kenya, women often form
groups to execute chores and offer social support. Kenyan women’s
collaboration makes the extension of being dependent on each other
for business and financial support a practice already embedded in their
culture.
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Utilizing a social collateral approach would undoubtedly assist
my friend in receiving timely debt payments. The hitch is that the
hairdresser would need to have connections to a group where there
is mutual trust; all those reliable women would have to want a loan,
ideally be local, and willing to collaborate. Fortunately, there is an
increasing number of licensed banks offering microloans throughout
Africa.
Gaining a loan through a microfinance lender includes the
vulnerability of entrepreneurship. Many rural women do not have the
business acumen or education to rely on their marketing prowess. To
make enough money to feed their family and pay for their children’s
school fees, they may depend on a social entrepreneur’s business savvy
to give them a hand up.
There are many definitions of a social enterprise. Some suggest
profits are reinvested to maximize a social mission; however, this
structure is quite similar to a non-profit. Without a well-accepted
universal definition, it serves, to recognize that most of the African social
enterprises described in this book reinvest most of their profits into
the mission; however, shareholder gain is acceptable, and YouMeWe
avidly encourages it for sustainability.
The multitude of definitions of social enterprise have two elements
in common. First, a commitment to social, environmental, or economic
impact is central to the mission of the businesses. Secondly, they use
commercial strategies to produce a product or provide a service to
maximize social return on investment (SROI), with an equal balance
of profitability. What differentiates social enterprises is that social
mission is the catalyst for its development, and it is as core to success
as any potential profit.
If profits are the primary driver for the business, and that business
has a program to create awareness, raise funds, or provide a solution
to address social or environmental issue, this approach is referred to as
corporate social responsibility.
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Both social enterprises and corporate social responsibility initiatives
are admirable; however, when interviewing African women pioneers,
we found the catalyst for their missions was to elevate their community,
country, and beyond with whatever means available. It wasn’t an
initiative, but her way of life.
Janet Nkubana and her sister, Joy Ndungutse, started a social
enterprise to help transform their homeland. The sisters were raised
in a Ugandan refugee camp. Their parents fled to Uganda in 1959 to
escape the ethnic clashes in Rwanda. Both sisters desperately wanted
to return to Rwanda after the 1994 civil war. Upon their arrival, the
sisters didn’t appeal to cultural nuances; they obliterated them.
They co-founded Gahaya Links, the producers of Rwanda’s one-ofa-kind baskets commonly known as Peace Baskets. The sisters have
been celebrated internationally for creating business opportunities
for hundreds of women and men in rural Rwanda after a dark point
in country’s history. They have sold their products internationally
through Macy’s, Fair Winds Trading, and Oprah Magazine, among
many others.
When Janet and Joy created Gahaya Links, they brought women
together from both sides of the conflict. This gamble could have created
chaos. Instead, women worked alongside each other and communities
were woven together. Janet and Joy’s vision induced a remarkable
connection that has helped transform Rwanda to a much more peaceful
nation. Janet reflects:
I believed women suffered more than everybody. Men were killed,
children were killed, and women remained alone. They still needed more
peace to settle, to have in their homes, to have in their mind. This business
became so successful because, through weaving, women started embracing
forgiveness. We had a cooperative where women were friends before the
genocide, but families were torn apart. Women started asking forgiveness
on behalf of their husbands. During the weaving session, women would
find forgiveness, and many would communicate that forgiveness to the
seekers. The basket has created a lot of peace in this country. It has brought
together both sides of the genocide.
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Understanding cultural nuances doesn’t transcend economic
requirements. Sheila Freemantle moved to The Kingdom of eSwatini
(formerly Swaziland) with her husband. She is the founder and
managing director of Tintsaba, Master Weavers, located in a remote
area along the North Western border. Sheila wasn’t just operating a
basket weaving company, but a holistic social enterprise that tried to
meet the needs of the rural Swazi women weavers. She also initiated an
organic gardening program to help fulfill that need. She bought water
tanks, provided trees, and other resources to maintain the gardens.
Within a week, the tanks were stolen, and the garden ceased to exist.
Sheila freely admits, “We have since learned to ask the rural women
what they want, rather than thinking we know what they need.”
Sadly, Sheila Freemantle passed away October 29, 2012. Her legacy
lives on in these pages, and in the hearts of everyone she touched.

How Westerners can make our contribution conscious
We have a saying in the West, It’s better to give than to receive. The
premise of this saying is that we feel better when we give. The real
flaw in this adage is giving just because it feels good only satisfies our
ego or reduces our feeling of guilt. We need to contribute consciously.
We need to ask ourselves, “Will my contribution cultivate the intended
behavior? Is the receiver better off because of my giving?”
Giving is handing something over that you may not want;
contributing has more emphasis on helping to achieve the desired
outcome. Contribution also implies a lifelong pursuit rather than a
transaction. YouMeWe Movement uses the word contribution for this
reason.
The struggle to consciously contribute is real and is amplified
when a situation pulls at our heartstrings. Curtailing our emotions
when confronted with the perceived have-nots will continue to be a
challenge. Something inside you wants to improve another’s lot in life.
You’re motivated to make a difference, to uplift the life of someone
else. An admirable quality; however, to achieve your objective, direct
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your contributions need to be directed to help, not hurt, to create
opportunity, not dependency. The contribution needs to be about you,
not me.
As Katherine Ichoya’s words of wisdom say, “Don’t start things for
your own fulfillment. Start them to make a difference to uplift the life
of someone else.”

Make your contribution count
When your emotions are affected by a situation, and your reflexes
kick in to immediately help, pause to reflect on implications, ask
questions about the impact, or conduct research. When we consciously
contribute, we are converting an immediate emotional response to
rational implementation.
To alter how you give, assess your desired goal by considering —
are you hurting or helping? Are you offering a handout or a hand up?
Are you perpetuating a dependency or creating opportunity?
To create a flourishing society, we have to consciously contribute.
A conscious-contribution is about being more aware. It is assessing the
impact of your contribution on the beneficiary and community as a
whole.

Reflect on how to make your conscious-contributions™
1. When contributing, is the receiver better off because of your giving?
How do you know?
2. What cultural nuances does your contribution need to take into
consideration to optimize a positive effect on the receiver?
3. What actions can you take personally and, in your business, to
ensure your contributions are conscious?
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Chapter 2
Infuse the social gap with
feminine energy
Words of Wisdom
Don’t fall into the trap of stereotypes. We shouldn’t
believe that in order for a woman to be successful
she must have kids; she must be married; she needs
to do certain things or cannot do certain things. We
will become whom we want to be.
Maria Sarungi Tsehai, founder, Compass
Communications Co. Ltd., Tanzania
Pioneer: producer of Miss Universe Tanzania beauty
pageant, recipient of Commonwealth Vision Awards
(UK) for excellence in TV production

S

ince my first trip to Kenya, I’ve shared the profound insight of
the late Dr. Douglas Carew several of times, that Africa’s biggest
problems lie with leadership. He believed it was when moral leaders
with integrity and justice arise, then Africa’s problems will be solved.
I couldn’t help contemplating that if leadership is, in fact, vital
to progressing developing countries, why do so many charities and
NGOs focus on children, maternal health, or young girls? Although all
commendable contributions, they focus on impacting the life of one,
rather than many. Investing in leaders and leadership could transform
a nation.
The international community seems to be ignoring the one
investment in developing countries that can pay dividends — women’s
higher education.
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It is widely publicized that in developing countries if girls receive
a higher education: pregnancy is delayed, she earns 25 percent more
income, she is more likely to live longer, child marriage rates decrease,
and she has reduced risk of contracting HIV/AIDs. Also, 90 percent
of a woman’s income goes back to the community as compared to 3040 percent of man’s. University education amplifies these statistics by
inducing a ripple effect.
Girls in developing nations want an education. Countless have a
strong desire to develop leadership skills that can generate the tides
of change. Moreover, many need the means to gain access to higher
education to discover their untapped potential.
This gap inspired the YouMeWe Foundation Fund. We generate
most of our funding by producing events or donating a percentage
of YouMeWe’s business earnings. The proceeds, including direct
donations, provide scholarships to attend university to vetted
prospective women leaders in Africa. Although YouMeWe Foundation
Fund is small, the lives of 27 women have changed course due to our
investment.
Before pioneering WisdomExchangeTv, I believed that investing in
women would change the lives of hundreds. Through our scholarship
recipients and interviews, I now know that African women leaders’
impact can spread through their communities, and in many cases,
affect thousands or even millions of people.
Many people radiate feminine energy. Its essence embraces
willpower, nurture, courage, humility, integrity, authenticity, intuition,
compassion, and collaboration.
Women have the nurturing instincts to uplift those around them.
Our evidence shows that women leaders are the best investment in the
future of Africa (and by extension, the world). They are moral leaders
with integrity.
THE UNITED NATIONS PROMOTES fundamental human rights for all
people. To make that vision a reality, innovative models for healthcare,
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education, employment, and financing need to be created. Feminine
energy gravitates in these directions to offer creative solutions.
When making a conscious-contribution, it is prudent to start with
what you know. Mahatma Gandhi suggested, “Try to make a change
from the smallest unit from your neighborhood.” Vulnerable people
often lurk in the shadows. It is not until a compassionate heart hears
their silent cries and shines a light on a horrific circumstance that the
path to recovery becomes feasible.

Healthcare: empowering the vulnerable
One condition that banishes a woman into the shadows is having a
fistula. There are 24,000 women in Tanzania dealing with this disease,
and every year, there are 3,000 more. Obstetric fistula is a hole between
the vagina and rectum or bladder that is caused by prolonged obstructed
labor, leaving a woman incontinent of urine or feces or both. The result
is frequent infections and odor. Women are often shunned, abandoned,
and pushed out of the village due to the smell. Inadequate access to
birthing professionals, childbirth for young girls, or rape can cause
a fistula. Unlike many other diseases that leave a woman isolated, a
30-minute surgery can cure fistula — if she can get access to a hospital
and the money to pay for it.
Enter fellow Tanzanian, Mwamvita Makamba, corporate affairs lead
at Vodacom Tanzania, and trustee at Vodacom Foundation. Mwamvita
was instrumental in establishing an innovative solution and proposed
it to the foundation. She recommended capitalizing on Vodacom phone
technology, collaborating with rural ambassadors, the local hospital,
and using M-Pesa cell-phone money transfer system to help women
suffering.
The process starts with a local ambassador calling a toll-free number
when they find a woman with the disease. Vodacom sends bus fare
by cell phone using M-Pesa to be given to the ailing woman. Surgery
is arranged at the local hospital. The transaction is completed when
Vodacom sends a small financial token to the ambassador, and a
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cured woman returns to her community. Mwamvita’s compassion
and ingenuity have been paramount in girls and women with fistula
reclaiming their dignity.
With the success of the program, the Vodacom international
management team committed to raising US$15 million to embark on a
campaign to eradicate fistula in Tanzania altogether.
Mwamvita brought women out from the shadows to find their way
to a cure. Vulnerable women need advocates lobbying on their behalf
until they can once again campaign for themselves.

Education: providing access to higher learning
TSiBA Education in Cape Town, South Africa is a university founded
to educate those who can’t afford access. TSiBA was co-founded by
Gia Whitehead, along with Adri Marais, Leigh Meinert, and Graham
Lashbrooke.
Mike and I had the honor of interviewing Gia, as she was the recipient
of Top Women Entrepreneur of the year in 2012. Ten years prior she
was acknowledged as one of South Africa’s 100 Brightest Young Minds.
TSiBA Education is a non-profit business school that helps youth
in underserved communities to transition from unemployable to
contributing citizens. Since 2008, South Africa’s unemployment rate has
fluctuated between 20 and 30 percent. Although youth have been able
to acquire temporary jobs as unskilled labor, permanent employment
eludes them. Many are excluded from the education system, or it is
inaccessible, leaving potential talent underutilized.
TSiBA fills the gap by providing a full tuition scholarship to every
student for a business administration program. Although not offering
a degree, it does prepare students to either access higher learning, enter
the work force, or become an entrepreneur within five to 10 years of
graduating. Students do have the opportunity to take a degree program
by paying a percentage of the scholarship in the form of a sliding scale
tuition fee, which is determined by a family means test.
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TSiBA is giving South Africans the opportunity to mold their future
by investing in leadership and entrepreneurship, two social gaps
needed for a thriving economy and culture. Gia Whitehead shares the
ethos of the university.
We are the only institution that has subjects that focus on entrepreneurship,
leadership, and personal self-development as credit bearing subjects. We
build it in as a strong focus. It is not only about knowledge but bringing
in skills and experiential learning. At the center is an attitude, bringing in
values throughout the curriculum that students report, and reflect on, that
is just as important as doing the academic subjects.
It is about creating a culture where students think creatively, innovatively
and learn how to start a business. It is about growing the students in a
supportive model where they are encouraged to fly, strive, and develop
what they may have inside them while supporting them to get there.

Gia is a young South African who, along with her co-founders,
thought they could make a difference. And they did — from a
warehouse with only 80 students into a social enterprise collective.
Since 2004, TSiBA has awarded 900 business certificate and degree
qualifications to more than 4500 annual tuition scholarship recipients
and enabled hundreds of small and emerging business enterprises. This
groundwork has resulted in an incredible output, with a 93 percent
post-graduate employment rate.
Perhaps the most progressive attribute of the TSiBA University is
that it embeds in its culture the expectation of paying-it-forward. The
philosophy is not a requirement of graduating; however, it is part of
the leadership curriculum, where students must log their leadership
hours. Students lecture or mentor on campus, in high schools or a
community — a 62 percent statistic that translates into post-grad
community participation.
WOMEN ALL OVER AFRICA continue to close the education gap.
They are empowering children, youth, and young adults, making what
was once inaccessible, accessible. However, it doesn’t stop there. It takes
visionaries to meet the needs of continued learning in professions, such
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as Tereza Mbire, from Kampala, Uganda who chartered the first women’s
association in Uganda, or Joanne Mwangi, from Nairobi, Kenya, who
pioneered the Federation of Women Entrepreneur Associations, or Eva
Muraya, also from Nairobi, Kenya, who co-founded Kenya Association
of Women Business Owners. These pioneers created an opportunity
for women to come together, expand their knowledge, network, and
collaborate to progress their businesses and society.

Employment: establishing a social enterprise
Rusia Orikiriza Bariho requested to be interviewed at her family
compound. She wanted Mike and me to experience all that the Bariho
family has achieved under her leadership. Getting a peek into someone’s
enterprise, family, and way of life was the reason all our interviews had
been face-to-face. Rusia and her brother picked us up at our hostel, and
we drove an hour outside Kampala Uganda, through the country roads
to the Bariho compound. Our three-hour visit did not disappoint.
Rusia Orikiriza Bariho is the founder and managing director of
Oribags Innovations Ltd, a social and environmental enterprise that
manufactures eco paper bags from agricultural fibers and waste. The
enterprise was conceived in 2007 when the Ugandan Government
banned the use of plastic bags. Oribags Innovations Ltd. was launched
in 2009 when it brought innovative packing and design to the Ugandan
packaging industry. The bags were produced near the rural compound,
to employ her neighbors. Her customers purchase product online or at
the store in Kampala.
When we arrived, we met the compound employees, including
Rusia’s older brother. As we took a tour, it was apparent that Rusia
was the glue, the innovator, and the driver of the family businesses.
She shares: “I wanted to create a business where I could apply myself,
and that would help me to look after my siblings, as my father and
mother have been peasants for years. I wanted to transform the family
and create an address for us.” That she did.
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The compound included a newly built homestay for traveling
guests, a farm, and a large hall for community gatherings. It was in
that hall that one of my most moving African experiences would take
place. Twenty women wearing their gomesis, Ugandan traditional
dress, greeted us with open arms and hearts.
Rusia gave a speech of appreciation for Mike’s and my interest in
her work. She appreciated the creativity of her team and the loyalty of
her family. I reciprocated with gratitude for the opportunity to meet the
Oribags Innovation production team, the warm welcome, and to learn
more about Rusia and the pioneering company. Then we sang, danced
and I attempted to follow the traditional Ugandan dance moves while
Mike captured it all on video.
A “peasant’s daughter” had brought this community together and
provided those affectionately called mamas, and their families, an
opportunity to earn a living, not only to sustain them but also to help
them thrive.
During our interview, Rusia gleamed with pride as she shared her
social entrepreneurial success producing an environmentally friendly
product that appeals to the Ugandan market and provides income for
so many. She sees her young age as being directly associated with her
energy and motivation. “By the time I am 40 I will have accomplished
so much.” No doubt, once there, she will also realize she still has a lot
of life to live, and a lot of legacies to leave. But for now, she lets her
youth and ambition lead the way for others.
Rusia is an advocate in promoting the spirit of entrepreneurship
among youth and women in many associations, including the Uganda
Women Entrepreneurs Association. She is using her education,
aspiration, and determination to establish an enterprise that will
provide for hundreds in rural Uganda while teaching entrepreneurs
how they, too, can thrive.
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Employment: progressing self-worth
Self-worth is a light that shines from within but can emanate to the
masses. Angela Dick, founder and chief executive officer of Transman,
the first temporary employment broker in South Africa, took it upon
herself to ensure the respect and dignity of marginalized employees.
Transitioning from a secure sales job had financial loss implications for
her, but Angela was determined to help the thousands of men looking
for work every day to give them a hand-up to employment.
My income went down substantially. Yes, I did take a risk. There were
months and months that I couldn’t pay the rent, couldn’t pay the bond.
[My family] lived on brown bread and jam for weeks at a time. We sold all
the carpets, the furniture, cars, etc. in order to get this [company] up and
running.

Angela’s multiracial upbringing, together with her genuine concern
for the underprivileged in her country, has given her insight and grasp
of South Africa’s socio-economic complexities. Transman responds by
finding temporary and contract employment daily for 7,000 to 10,000
workers, with a focus on disadvantaged individuals. Being on the
frontlines of the unique and often tumultuous job market since 1983
provides a practical vantage point to many South African realities: “I
deal with violence on a daily basis. I deal with poverty on a daily basis.
You can become very hard if you don’t have a strong inner core to deal
with it.”
Organizations employing temporary or contract workers from
Transman, commit to invest in on-the-job training and providing an
environment where the worker can develop. Angela hopes that if
an employer can observe a worker’s ability to learn, and apply that
learning, the company will transition the employee from a part-time
job to a full-time asset.
Angela inspired a conscious enterprise that frowns on dependency
and allows for opportunity while creating self-worth. A citizen need
only be willing to work and learn.
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Financing: Granting access to the unbankable
Granting access to financing to those without collateral has inspired
the birth of many institutions all over Sub-Saharan Africa. Over the
last 20 years, there has been an extensive movement to provide the
unbankable with loan solutions, financial literacy, and dignity.
The first microfinancing Trust, and the largest in Kenya today, was
originated to exclusively provide for the financial and non-financial
needs of the women in Kenya. It proudly carries the slogan, Banking
on Women. The Kenyan Women Financial Trust, established in 1981,
became Kenya Women Finance Trust Microfinance Bank (KWFT bank)
in 2010, under the leadership of Dr. Jennifer Riria.
The trust was established by a group of professional women who
had the vision to grant financial access to women in rural communities.
It was Dr. Jennifer Riria, who led its transformation from a trust of
two million in noncollectable loans when she joined the organization
in 1991, to the institution being awarded a deposit-taking license by
Central Bank of Kenya in April 2010. Eighty percent of KWFT’s clients
reside in rural communities. The bank has been able to increase access,
reduce inequality, and arm women with more control of their assets,
including their homes. This privately held institution provides services
to over 800,000 clients, employs 2,800 staff, and has branches in 45 of
the 47 counties in Kenya.
Access to financing is only half of the equality story. The other half is
composed of empowering, positioning, and advocating for women. In
the backyard of the recently vacant KWFT building, Dr. Jennifer Riria’s
shares her vision for her next chapter, leading Kenya Women Holding,
now called Echo Network Africa, located in Nairobi. “The biggest issues
are beyond finance. Women need skill training, mentorship, leadership
creating, and schooling. This is what will really empower women.”
A few short years later, Echo Network Africa has over one million
members across Kenya. Through collaboration and employing a
private sector driven model it enables women, youth, and persons with
disabilities to advance their security and prosperity. It is no wonder
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Jennifer is a multiple Entrepreneur of the Year Award recipient,
including Global Entrepreneur of the Year Award (Ernst & Young),
and Most Outstanding Businesswoman of the Year Award (Africa
Economy Builders). Dr. Riria is a truly a visionary, who was inspiring,
vulnerable, and open. I was humbled to be taken into her world of
empowerment with all the highs and lows that entails.
Evolution is inevitable. When there are gaps, and limited access to
growth, African women want to fill them and create equality. Granting
access to the tools necessary to have some control of their lives, takes
vision, action, and perseverance.
WHEN REFLECTING ABOUT WOMEN in business and education
and how they demonstrate care, determination, empowerment,
inclusiveness, consciousness, consistency, and courage to contribute,
one can’t help considering that if there was more feminine energy in
leading government positions, what would that mean for the world?

Advocating for women’s rights in Government
I was honored to have the opportunity to interview one of the
three women of the six commissioners in the African Union. Bience
Gawanas, social affairs commissioner of the African Union, is in her
office in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia. Although our meeting was delayed by
AU business, she graciously extended our allotted time to ensure the
interview was not rushed.
Bience is well known as an advocate for women’s equality. As a
commissioner, she seeks ways of striking a balance between tradition
and progress. She feels that, although equality is part of many
constitutions in Africa, many societies remain patriarchal and women
are still often excluded or dehumanized. It is up to all of us to contest
this disparity, and one of the best ways to fight for rights is to first
understand them.
With the perception that progression means abandoning African
culture, the African Union hosted a conference called Celebrating
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Courage and Overcoming Harmful Traditional Practices. The purpose of
the meeting was to reflect on African culture positively and to deal with
the harmful elements. In the conference, Bience asked the question:
Can we use positive cultural values to overcome the harmful ones? The
methods in the West may not be the solution to fight harmful traditional
practices.
This is not only about the rights of women, but also about the identity of
the African woman. How do we make sure that our cultures are in-line
with our rights?

Bience clearly states that African culture promotes sharing, standing
together, and caring. “We believe in Ubuntu — I am because we are.”
Why would Africans want to replace this culture of unity with a
Western culture of individuality?
Cultures around the world need to ask tough questions. Feminine
energy seeks ways to elevate all voices so that equality can exist not in
spite of traditions, but because of them.
Although all over the world there is a call for women to take part in
civil society, representation is still falling short. As it stands, Rwanda,
Cuba, and Bolivia are the only three countries worldwide with over 50
percent female representation in the Lower or Single House (Rwanda
being the highest at 61.3 percent). According to the Inter-Parliamentary
Union ranking, no state demonstrates gender parity, and has more than
50 percent representation in the Upper House or Senate. In 1995, the UN
Economic and Social Council endorsed a target of women participating
at decision-making levels. Although debated, it is believed a shift in
policy and practices in government occurs when there is a minimum
of 30 percent female representation. As of September 2019, 50 countries
of the 193 meet the minimum recommendation, of which only three
are part of the G7. As of June 2019, elected women include, 11 women
serving as Head of State and 12 serving as Head of Government
internationally.
When you assess the rankings of women participating in government
throughout Africa, it has steadily increased over the years. As of
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September 1, 2019, 11 out of 54 African countries have over 30 percent
female representation.
African pioneering women are conscious-contributors, establishing
evolutionary futures for their fellow citizens. A pioneer is just someone
who is the first. It doesn’t mean that what they are first doing can’t be
done better, differently, be built on, or be executed somewhere else. We
don’t need to be the first to make our contributions count. We don’t
need to be the first to change our corner of the world. We need to show
up, listen, learn, and be accessible. Opportunities to contribute will find
us.

Make your contribution count
We know that women bring unique characteristics to the social,
cultural, and environmental issues of our time. We need more of them
to raise their hands, and more businesses and governments to make
room for them to lead.
Until we incorporate the most valuable resource that society has —
feminine energy — we will not be able to turn the tide from violence to
reconciliation or from corruption to integrity.
The world needs more feminine energy in leadership positions.
Without it, the issues of our time will not be resolved.

Reflect on how to make your conscious-contributions™
1. How do you think feminine energy can address some of the most
significant issues in your community?
2. Which organization can you support with your abilities or purchase
power to assist your neighbors in regaining their pride and dignity?
3. Is there a role you could play in your local or municipal
government? Describe the role that could harness your feminine
energy.
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You’ve just finished the preview!
We hope you’ve enjoyed the journey so far.
To learn more or purchase the book please visit
https://youmewe.ca/make-your-contribution-count-book-purchase/

To learn more about Suzanne F. Stevens
or hire her for a speaking engagement
contact us: we@YouMeWe.ca
Keynote topics
https://youmewe.ca/suzanne-f-stevens-keynotes/

Suzanne’s bio
https://youmewe.ca/suzanne-f-stevens-bio/
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